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1 Abstract 

A one-dimensional quantum harmonic oscillator perturbed by a smooth com

pactly supported potential is considered. For the corresponding eigenvalues 

An, a complete asymptotic expansion for large n is obtained, and the coeffi

cients of this expansion are expressed in terms of heat invariants. A sequence 

of trace formulas is obtained, expressing regularised sums of integer powers 

of eigenvalues An also in terms of heat invariants. 

The approach to this problem follows that employed by Gel'fand, Levitan 

and Dikii, see [9], [10], [7], on the corresponding problem for Sturm-Liouville 

differential operators. In [7] can be found the analogous results for the high 

energy asymptotic expansion and sequence of trace formulas for the Sturm

Liouville problem. 

The approach employed here differs in that the coefficients of the asymp

totic expansion are given in terms of heat invariants. The motivation for this 

is the recent result of I. Polterovich. In [18] is obtained an explicit formula 

for each heat invariant. This allows one to calculate the coefficients of the 

asymptotic expansion of An for large n in terms of integrals of the perturbing 

potential and its derivatives. 

A first result of this work is to establish the existence of an asymptotic 

expansion for An in terms of the eigenvalues A~ of the Hamiltonian of the one 

dimensional harmonic oscillator. 

One has the asymptotic expansion 

n-+ oo, 

for some undetermined coefficients { Cj} E l!!.. These coefficients { ci} are 

then determined in terms of heat invariants of the operator. 

The trace formulas are obtained by considering the function Z(s) = 

2: A;•, for Res > ! and its meromorphic continuation. This is known as 

the Zeta function of the operator. The method used here is identical to that 

employed in [7]. 
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3 Introduction and Background 

In this work trace formulas and a high energy asymptotic expansion are es

tablished for the one dimensional perturbed harmonic oscillator, where the 

perturbation has compact support. The approach to this problem follows 

that employed by Gel'fand, Levitan and Dikii, see [9], [10], [7], on the cor

responding problem for Sturm-Liouville differential operators. However, the 

method here differs in that the results are expressed in terms of the heat 

invariants of the operator. Indeed, part of the motivation for this work 

came from recent advances in the computation of heat invariants due to 

I. Polterovich, see [18]. 

This section gives a brief description of heat invariants - where they arise 

and how they are computed- followed by an outline of Gel'fand, Levitan and 

Dikii's work and results for Sturm-Liouville differential operators. 

3.1 Local heat invariants 

Define the Schrodinger operator h = -~+q(x) in L 2(l!!.n), for n ~ 1 arbitrary, 

where q E C""(l!!.n) and its derivatives are uniformly bounded in l!!.n. Consider 

the operator e-1h, t ~ 0, and denote its integral kernel by e-th(x, y). It is 

well known that the following asymptotic expansion holds true as t --> +0 : 
00 

e-th(x,x) ~ (47rWli 2:tia1(x), (3.1) 
j=O 

locally uniformly in l!!.n, see Appendix D for more details on the proof of 

(3.1) in the one dimensional case. The coefficients {a1(x)} of (3.1) are called 
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the local heat invariants of the operator h and are polynomials in q and its 

derivatives. 

Heat invariants were first given by a recursive system of differential equa

tions, see [16]. Later, Gilkey presented a way to obtain recursive formulas 

for heat invariants, see [11], based on a method for derivation of heat kernel 

asymptotics due to Seeley, [25]. 

Much work has been done on computing heat invariants. It is a well 

known problem in spectral geometry and further references can be found in 

[18]. However, only recently has an explicit formula for each heat invariant 

been available. 

This explicit formula for the computation of the local heat invariants was 

obtained in [18]. Below is Theorem 1.2.1 of [18] adapted to the case of one 

dimensional Schrodinger operators. 

Theorem 3.1. One has 

Theorem 3.1 was developed from results in [17], [19], where a method 

of computing heat invariants was obtained, based on the Agmon-Kannai 

asymptotic expansion of resolvent kernels of elliptic operators, see [2]. 

From (3.2) or otherwise, one obtains 

ao[q(x)] = 1, a1[q(x)] = -q(x), a2[q(x)] = ~i(x)- ~q''(x), 
a3[q(x)] = -~q3 + ~q~" + II2q'2- 6~q(4), 

a4[q(x)] = 2~q4 + 3~q'q111 + 6~qq<4) + fo(q")
2

- s!oq(6)- 112q"q
2

- 112q(q')
2
· 

3.2 Sturm-Liouville Differential Operators 

The following is an outline of the work of Gel'fand, Levitan and Dikii, as seen 

in [7], in which a high energy asymoptotic expansion and trace formulae were 

obtained for Sturm-Liouville differential operators. This work provided mucl1 
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of the motivation and method for the approach to the analogous problem for 

the harmonic oscillator that is the focus of this text. 

Consider H0 =-~in £2 (0, 1r) with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Then 

it is well known that H0 has eigenvalues .>.:! = n2 , n E N. Now let H = 

H0 + q, q E C8"(0, 1r) (the discussion here shall be limited to the results of 

[7] for the case where q and its derivatives vanish at the ends of the interval 

(0, 1r) ). Let An be the eigenvalues of H such that A1 < A2 < A3 < · · ·. Then 

it was already known that the following asymptotic expansion held true as 

n-+ eo, 

o C1 C2 C3 

An ~An+ Co + A~ + (A~)2 + (A~)3 + · · · ' (3.3) 

for some coefficients { c;}. 

In [7] are obtained equations for the computation of c0 , Ct,. . . • In the 

proof and formulation of the results is employed the inverse of the series 

(3.3), which is also an asymptotic series 

0 bl b2 b3 
1/!(An) = An =An+ bo + );""" + A2 + A3 + · · · 

n n n 

for some coefficients { b;}. 

Below is Theorem 3.1 of [7] reformulated in terms of heat invariants. 

Theorem 3.2. {Gel'fand} The formal asymptotic expansions 

d 
00 

-1 .,fi [" 
7r d(j -'!/!( -() and ~ (iy'(T(~ _ j) Jo a;[q(x)]dx (3.4) 

coincide, where a; are the heat invariants. 

One has 

v-1/J(-() -
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This is now differentiated with respect to (. 

Although, heat invariants were known at the time there was no explicit 

formula available for their computation. In [7], the coefficients of the asymp

totic eigenvalue expansion are calculated by means of recurrence formulae 

developed from expansions of the trace of the resolvent. In [12], it is shown 

how similar expansions for the resolvent together with further combinatorial 

techniques produces the explicit formula (3.1) for the computation of the 

heat invariants. 

The first three coefficients of (3.3) are given by 

Co - - q(x)dx, 11" 
7r 0 

1[" 
c1 - 47r Jo [q(x)- eo]2dx, 

1 1" 1 1" -
8 

[q(x)- eo] 3dx + -
6 

[q'(x)] 2dx. 
7ro 17ro 

In [7] trace formulas are also obtained. Assume An > 0 for all n. Let 

Z(s) =I; A;•, for Res>!· The function Z(s) is called the "zeta function" 

of the operator H. In the case that q = 0 then Z(s) = ((2s) = 2::;::'=1 (n
2)-•, 

where ( is the Riemann zeta function. It is possible to consider the mero

morphic continuation of Z(s) towards the left. This was used in deriving the 

following theorem, which is Theorem 4.2 of [7], 

Theorem 3.3. (Gel'fand} If q(x) and its derivatives vanish at the ends of 

the interval (0, 1r), then 

Z( -k) = 0, \f k EN. (3.5) 

This result can be reformulated to give more explicit formulas. For neg

ative integers s the values of Z ( s) can be regarded as regularizations of the 

traces 2::;::'=1 A~. 

Consider the asymptotic expansion (3.3) of An raised to the power -s. 
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One has 

~ (>.0)-'(1 + Co + C1 + C2 + )-s 
n A~ (>.~)2 (>.~)3 o o o 

( o)-•( Co c1 s(s + 1) 2o 
- An 1 -SA~ - S (>.~)2 + 2 (>.~)2 

c2 eoc1 s(s+1)(s+2) c~ 
-s (>.~)3 + s(s + 1) (>.~)3 - 6 (>.~)3 + o o o )o 

Thus, 
00 

>.;;-• ~ 2>i(s)(>.~)-•-i, n _, oo, 
j=O 

where dj(s) are explicit polynomials ins and Cjo For example 

s(s+ 1) 2 do(s) = 1, d1(s) = -sco, d2(s) = -sc1 + 
2 

c0 , 

s(s+1)(s+2) 3 d3 (s) = -sc2 + s(s + 1)eocl-
6 

c0 o 

It was shown in [7] for k E N that 

00 k 

Z(-k) = L{>.~- Ldi(-k)(>.~)k-j}- ~dk(-k) = 0 
n=O j=O 

For example, in the case k = 1, 

00 1 
Z(-1) = L(An- ~-eo)- 2Co = Oo 

n=l 

For the case k = 2, 

00 2 2 

Z( -2) = L(>.~ - (>.~)2 - 2>.~eo- 2c1 - c~) - cl: eo = Oo 
n=l 

For k = 3, one has 

00 

Z( -3) = L(>.!- (>.~)3 - (3cl + 3c~)>.~- (3c2 + 6coc1 + cg)) 
n=l 

(3c2 + 6eoc1 + cg}} = Oo 
2 

In this way, expressions can be formed for all Z (-k), k E No 
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The analogous trace formulas for the one dimensional harmonic oscillator 

are given in section 4. The proof is given in section 7 and uses the same 

method as set out in [7] for the trace formulas of the Sturm-Liouville problem 

as described above. 

4 Main Results 

Let Ho in L2 (R) be the Hamiltonian of the one dimensional harmonic oscilla

tor, that is H0 = -1/;t + x2• The eigenvalues of H0 are given by>.~ = 2n -1, 

where nE N. 

Let V E OQ'(R), with supp VC ( -R, R) for some R > 0, be a real valued 

function (potential in physical terminology), let H = Ho+ V. It is well known 

that V is a relatively compact perturbation of H0 • Therefore, by Theorem 

XIII.14 of [22], the spectrum of H is also discrete. Let .\1 < .\2 < · · · be 

the eigenvalues of H. Our main aim is to describe a high energy asymptotic 

expansion for the eigenvalues An of Ho + V in terms of the unperturbed 

eigenval ues >.~. 

In section 6 the following preliminary result shall be established. 

Lemma 4.1. Let V E OQ'(R). Then the following asymptotic expansion 

holds true as t -> +0: 

(4.1) 

Formally, the formula (4.1) follows from subtracting (3.1) with q(x) = x2 

from (3.1) with q(x) = x2 + V(x) and integrating over x. 

Here is the main result: 

Theorem 4.2. i) One has the asymptotic expansion 

A ).O C! C2 C3 
n~ n+ ~+ ).~ + ~~+···' n--+ oo, (4.2) 

for some coefficients c; E JR.. 
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ii} The coefficients of the expansion (4.2} can be obtained by inverting the 

formal asymptotic series 

0 b1 b2 ba 
An~ An+ A+ AnA+ (An)2A + · · · , n-+ oo, (4.3) 

where 

b; = (vnr(~- j))-1 h (a;[x2 + V(x)]- a;[x2])dx. (4.4) 

In other words, Theorem 4.2 (ii) implies that each c; of ( 4.2) is uniquely 

determined by a well defined algebraic procedure, namely series inversion. 

In order to compute a coefficient c;, one needs to know finitely many 

coefficients b;. For example, 

One thing to note is the absence of negative integer powers of An in the 

expansion (4.3). Inverting the expansion (4.2) gives 

Ao ~A _ ~ _ ~ _ ea (c4 + ~cD 
n n A An AnA A~ 

cs (4.5) 

Hence, the absence of whole integer negative powers is equivalent to a 

series of identities for the coefficients c;. For example, the first three identities 

of this type are 

The first few c; are given below. 

~ -

ea -

C4 -

cs -
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We also obtain trace formulas, which as mentioned before, are a direct 

analogue of the trace formulas for the Sturm-Liouville problem, see [10), [9), 

[7), and our proofs follow the method as described in [7). Let us introduce 

the Zeta functions 

CO CO 

Z(s) = LA;;-•, Zo(s) = L(A~)-•, Res> 1. {4.6) 
n=l n=l 

If An = 0 for some n, then the corresponding term in the sum z:::=l A;;-8 is 

omitted. If An< 0 for some n, then A;;-8 should be understood as IAni-•e-i"s. 

Due to the explicit formula A~= 2n-1, we have Z0 (s) = {1-2-•)((s), where 

((s) is the Riemann Zeta function. By the properties of(, we conclude that 

Zo(s) has a meromorphic continuation into the entire complex plane with 

the only pole at s = 1, and this pole is simple with residue ~ (see 23.2 of [1)). 

The real zeros of Z0 are at s = -2n, n = 0, 1, 2, .... 

Theorem 4.3. One has that Z(s) is meromorphic fors E IC with its only 

poles located at s = 1 and s = -~, -~, -~, ... and 

Z(-k)- Z0(-k) = 0, kEN. (4.7) 

The proof is given in section 7. Given the asymptotics {4.2), we can give 

explicit formulas for Z( -k), kEN. Consider the asymptotic expansion (4.2) 

of An raised to the power -s. One has 

Thus, 

\-S ~ ('0)-•(1 C1 C2 C3 )-s 
"n -"n + --, + ('0)2 + --. +"' 

{A~)2 -"n {A~)2 . 

_ (Ao)-•(1 -~ _ ~ _ ~ + s(s+ l)c~ + ) 
n (A~)~ {A~)2 {A~)~ 2{A~)3 ''' 

CO 

A;;-• ~ L dj(s)(A~ts-(j/2)' n-> oo, 
j=O 

11 
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where d;(s) are explicit polynomials ins and c;. For example, 

do(s) = 1, d1(s) = d2(s) = 0, d3(s) = -sc1, 

d4(s) = -sc2, ds(s) = -sc3, 

s(s + 1) 
d6(s) = -sc4 + 

2 
~, d7(s) = -scs + s(s + 1)c1c2, 

1 
ds(s) = -sc6 + 2s(s + 1)~ + s(s + 1)c1c3. 

Using this notation, we have for any kEN, Res> 1: 

00 2k+2 2k+2 
Z(s) = 2:::{,\~'- 2::: d;(s)(-\~t•-(i/2)} + 2::: d;(s)Zo(s + (j/2)). (4.9) 

n=O j=O j=O 

Now both sides of (4.9) can be meromorphically continued into the half

plane Res > -k- ~· By Theorem 4.3, the l.h.s. of (4.9) is analytic at 

s = -k. By (4.8), the same applies to the first term in the r.h.s. of (4.9). 

Thus, the second term in the r.h.s. of (4.9) is also analytic at s = -k. As 

Z0 (s) has a simple pole at s = 1 with residue ~ (and no other poles), it 

follows that d2k+2(-k) = 0 and 

lim d2k+2(s)Zo(s + k + 1) = -
2
1 

d;k+2( -k). 
S-+-k 

Thus, we obtain 

00 2k+l 2k+l 
Z(-k) = 2:::{,\~- 2::: d;(-k)(-\~)k-(i/2)}+ 2::: d;(-k)Z0(-k+(j/2))+~d;k+2 (k). 

n=O j=O j=O 

Combined with (4.7), this yields a series of formulas fork EN 

00 2k+l 2k+l 
I:P~- 2::: d;(-k)(-\~)Hi/2)}+ L d;(-k)Zo(-k+(j/2))+~d;k+2 (k) = 0. 
n=O j=O j=l 

(4.10) 
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In particular, for k = 1, 2, 3 we obtain 

(4.11) 

00 

2:)..\~- (..\~)3 - 3ci(..\~)312 - 3ca(..\~) 112 - 3(c4 + ~)- 3cs(..\~)-112) 
n=O 

3 1 1 1 
+ 3ciZo( -2) + 3c3Zo( -2) + 3csZo( 2) - 2c1c3 = 0. 

(4.13) 

The above formulas can be rearranged, replacing asymptotic expansions 

in powers of,\~ by expansions in powers of n. For example, (4.11) is equiva

lent to 

(4.14) 

Formula ( 4.14) in various equivalent forms appeared before in the literature; 

see for example [3], [4]. Formulas ( 4.10) with k ~ 2 are believed to be new. 

Remark. The following formula is presented in [14] and appears to be 

similar to (4.12), 

N 

~[..\~- (..\~)2 - Avn- B Jnl = AC1 +EGo, (4.15) 

·where Go is defined as before and 

N 

cl= lim [~Nj + ~N!-L vn], 
N-oo 3 2 

n=l 

2v'21"" A=- V(x)dx, 
7r -oo 

V21"" . B = 
2

7r -oo (V2 (x) + V(x)x2
- V(x))dx. 
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However, the series in formula (4.15) does not converge. This can be seen by 

squaring (4.2) and converting it into the same form as (4.15). One has 

A~ = (>.~)2 +2ci~ + 
2
;; + O(n-~) 

V A~ 

( o)2 J7; ( r.:: 1 ) VZc3 •) - An +2v2cl yn-
4
Vn + Vn +O(n-2, n-> oo, 

where 

1100 
CJ - ; -oo V(x)dx, 

1 100 1100 ) 
C3 - 21!' ( -oo V(x)x

2
dx + 2 -oo V

2
(x)dx . 

Comparing this with the terms of the series in (4.15), one has 

A~- (A~)2 - Ayn- B Jn =- 4~ [ V 2(x)dx + O(n-!), n-> oo. 

This implies that the series in ( 4.15) does not converge. 

5 Proof of Theorem 4.2 (ii) 

The proof is based on the following 

Lemma 5.1. Let A~ = 2n- 1, n E N, and let A1 < A2 < · · · be a sequence 

of real numbers such that An = >.~ + 0(1) as n -> oo. Suppose that an 

asymptotic expansion 

00 00 
>.~~An+ L.>i\~"; + LqiA;;-i, n-> oo, (5.1) 

j=l j=l 

holds true, where 0 :::; a 1 < a2 < · · · are some non-integer exponents and 

{Pi} C JR, { qi} C JR. Then one has the asymptotic expansion 

oo 1 . 1 oo (-I)i . oo 
.L:e-t>.. ~ -+ Lp1 r(1-a·)t";+-1ogt Lq· t3 + Lrktk (5.2) 
n=I 2t j 2 J 2 j=l J (j- 1)! k=l 

as t -> +0, where {rk} C lR are some constants. 
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Given Lemma 5.1 and part (i) of Theorem 4.2, the proof of Theorem 4.2 (ii) 

is immediate. Indeed, inverting the asymptotic expansion ( 4.2) yields the ex

pansion of the form 
00 00 

' 0 \ '""'b ,~-j '""'-b ,_; "n ~ lln + L....J jlln + L....J jlln , 

j=1 j=1 

n--+ oo 

with some real coefficients {b;}, {b;}. Now using Lemma 5.1 and the explicit 

formula z=:=l e-t~::= (2sinht)-t, we obtain the asymptotic expansion 

~( -t~n -t~o) 1 ~ b;r(3 ")ti L....Je -e n ~-L....J- --J 
n=1 ..ji j=1 2 2 

1 ~- (-1)i . ~- k 
+2logtf=i'b;(j- 1)1t

1
+ ~rkt 

with some real coefficients {rk}. Comparing this to ( 4.1), we see that all 

coefficients b; vanish and the coefficients b; are related to the heat invariants 

by formulas ( 4.4). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2 (ii). 

The important part of this section is the proof of Lemma 5.1. Broadly 

speaking, this Lemma can be regarded as a discrete analogue of the following 

version of Watson's Lemma: 

Lemma 5.2. Let 1/!: R--+ R be a locally bounded measurable function, such 

that 1/J(.\) = 0 for all>. near -oo. Suppose that 1/J has the following asymptotic 

expansion 

j j 

where {a;} C R \ N, {,B;} C N, {P;} C R, {q;} C R are finite sets and 

M> max({a;} U {,B;}), ME (O,oo) \N. Then the following asymptotic 

formula for the Laplace transform of 1/J holds true fort --+ +0: 1: e-t~'l/!(>.)d>. = LP;r(1- a:;)t"•-1 + (logt) L q; c1~~~/8;-1 
• J 

+ L rktk + O(tM-1
), (5.4) 

O:Sk<M-1 

with some coefficients {rk}· 
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The proof of this lemma is carried out by straightforward computation. 

It is presented at the end of this section. 

Proof of Lemma 5.1. 1. Let 

N(>.) = #{n I An<.\}, No(>.)= #{n I A~<.\}. 

The main idea of the proof is to approximate N(>.) by No('l/1(.\)), where '1/J is 

a function constructed to have the asymptotic expansion 

'1/J(.\) =A+ L P;A-a; + L QjA-j + 0(.\-M), A-+ 00, 

a;<M j<M 

where the exponents and coefficients are the same as those in (5.1). The 

function '1/J is constructed in terms of its inverse as follows. 

The formal inversion of the expansion (5.1) has the form 

00 

An ~ A~+ L s;(>.~)-'1;, n -+ oo, (5.5) 
j=l 

where 0::; 7J1 < 7J2 < ... and {s;} C R Fix some sufficiently large M E 

(0, oo) \ N; we have 

An=>.~+ L s;(>.~)-'1i + 0((>.~)-M), n-+ oo. (5.6) 
'1;<M 

Let 4> E C"" (R.) be such that 

(i) 4>(.\) ;::: 0 for all >. E lR and </>(.\) = 0 for all >. ::; 1; 

(ii) 4>(>.) is strictly increasing for >. > 1; 

(iii) 4>(.\) = >. + 2: s;>. -'1; for all sufficiently large>. > 0. 
'1;<M 

Let '1/J E C""(O, oo) be such that 4>('1/J(.\)) =>.V>. > 0. Finally, for>. > 0 

let us write N0 (.\) = l>- + w(>.), where w(>.) is a 2-periodic function. 
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With this notation we have: 

00 1"' 100 ~ e-t>.n = -oo e-t>.dN(>..) = t -oo e-t>. N(>..)d>.. 

= t 1: e-t>. (N(>..)- N0 ('1jJ(>..))) d)..+ ~t 1"' e-t>.'l/J(>..)d>.. 

+ t 1"' e-t>.w('!jJ(>..))d>.. 

=: F1(t) + F2(t) + F3(t). 

Below we consider separately the integrals F1(t), F2(t) and F3(t). 

2. Consider F2(t). By the construction of '1/J, we have the asymptotics 

'1/J(>..) =).. + L Pi;..-a; + L Q;A-j + 0(>..-M) A--> 00 

a;<M j<M 

with the same exponents and coefficients as in (5.1). By Lemma 5.2, one 

has: 

1 " p· 1 " (-1)i . F2(t) ~ 
2
t + L... ;r(1- a;)t"; + 2(logt) L... qi (. _

1
)1t

3 

a;<M J<M J 

+ L rktk + O(tM), t--> +0. (5.7) 
O<k<M 

3. Consider F1(t). Let fn(t) = e-t>.n -e-t<P(>.~J. Then H(t) = 2:::::0=1 fn(t). 

By the construction of r/J, we have An= r!J(>..~) + O(n-M), as n--> oo, and so 
fn(t) = e-t>.n(l- etO(n-MJ). 

Now fn has infinitely many continuous derivatives. One has that 

fn(t) - e-t>.nO(tn-M) 

and J:!l(t) - O(n-M+i), 

fort E [0, oo). Therefore, 2::::=1 J:!l(t) is uniformly convergent as N --> oo 

for j <[M] -1 and t E [O,oo). 

By applying Theorem 7.17 of [23] to the sequence {2::::=1 J:!l(t)}'Jj=1, one 

has that F1(t) has at least [M]- 1 continuous derivatives in ton [0, oo) and 
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\ 

therefore, by the Taylor formula, 

F1(t) = L Ffkl(o)tk + o(tiMI-1), t-> +0. {5.8) 
O:>k<[M)-1 

4. Let us prove that F3 has continuous derivatives in t E [0, oo) of any 

order, and so 
00 

Fa(t) ~ L FJkl(O)tk, t-> +0. {5.9) 
k=O 

Fix N E N. Changing the variable, we obtain 

F3(t) = t 1"" e-1-'w(.,P(>.))d>. = t 1"" e-tif>(l')ifJ'(JL)W(JL)dJL 

= -1"" (e-tif>(lll)'w(JL)dJL 

Note that if w is a 2 periodic function then J/; w(>.)d>. = w1 (JL) + JL f~ w(>.)d>. 

where w1 is a 2 periodic function. From the definition of w, one has J~ w(>.)d>. = 

0. Therefore, integrating by parts N times gives 

Fa(t) = ( -1)N+l l"" (e-tif>(~>))(N+l)(wN(JL) + PN(JL))dJL, {5.10) 

where WN is a 2 periodic function and PN is a polynomial of degree N - 1. 

However, integrating by parts again one obtains 

( -1)N+l 1"" (e-t<f>(I'))(N+1)pN(J-t)dJL = 1"" (e-t<f>(ll))'(pY/)(JL))dJL = 0; 

the boundary terms at JL = 0 vanish by the assumption ifJ(JL) = 0 for JL :::; 1. 

Thus, 

Fa(t) = ( -1)N+l 1"" (e-t<f>(lll)'N+;lwN(JL)dJL. (5.11) 

Using the property (iii) of q,, we obtain 

N 

(e-tif>(ll))(N+l) = e-tif>(ll){(-t)N+l(cp'(JL))N+l + L:tlO(JLl-N-2-m)}. 
1=1 

Substituting this into (5.11), the first term will have the form 

l"" e-t(.\+O(llltN+10(l)d>., (5.12) 
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while the other terms will be of the form 

(5.13) 

for lE 1,2, ... ,N. 

Both (5.12) and (5.13) can be differentiated N times in t before there is 

a problem with the convergence of the integral at t = 0. The derivatives are 

also continuous. 

It follows that F3 has at least N continuous derivatives on [0, oo). As 

N E N can be taken arbitrary large, this proves the statement. 

5. Combining (5.7) - (5.9), and using the fact that M can be taken 

arbitrary large, we get the desired statement. D 

Proof of Lemma 5.2. 1. The proof can be performed by explicit compu

tation, checking that each term in the asymptotics (5.3) gives the desired 

contribution to (5.4). It is enough to consider the Laplace transforms of 

1/JJ(>..) - )..-"B(>-.-1), aEIR\N, 

'lj;2(>..) - >..-fJo(>..- 1), /3 EN, 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

'lj;3(>..) - 0(>-.-M), ).. -too, ME (0, oo) \ N, M> max{a,/3},(5.16) 

where B(>..) = (1 + sign(>..))/2 is the Heaviside function. 

2. Consider (5.14). One has 

L: e-t>.'lj;I (>..)d).. - 1: e-t>.).. -ao(>..- 1)d).. 

- loo e-t>.).. -ad).. 

Changing the variable gives, 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

Note the Gamma function present in (5.4). Now for Re z < 1, the Euler 
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definition of the Gamma function gives 

where [M] denotes the integer part of M. 

The above expression can be meromorphically continued to the right and 

will hold true for z E IC \ 1\1 such that Re z < [M] + 1. 

Using (5.19) and (5.18), one has 

1: e-t>.'I/Jr(>.)d>. 

[MJ-1 ( ) .. 
- t"-1f(1- a)- ""' - 1. JtJ . 

1 +O(t!MI), t-> +0.(5.20) 
L.... J! J + 1- Q 
J=O 

3. Consider (5.15). Integrating by parts, one has 

(5.21) 
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Taking the last intgral seperately, one has 

1"" A-Ie-t>.dA 

- t( 1"" log Ae-t>.dA -11 

log Ae-t>.dA) 

-1""log~e->.dA-t1I(IEI(-1)~t;A; +O((tA)IMl))logAdA 
0 t 0 j=O J. 

- -logt 1"" e->.dA + 1"" logAe->.dA 

(M)-2 ( ) · '+I 1 

+ ~ -1j~t' 1 AilogAdA+O(tiMI). (5.22) 

Substituting (5.22) into (5.21) and expanding the exponential term, one 

has 

l
oo (M)-1 ( 1)!3tf3-! 

-oo 'ifJ2(A)dA = ~ a;ti + (/3 _ 1)! logt + O(tiMI), t-+ +0, (5.23) 

for some constants {a;}. 

4. Finally, consider (5.16). By the conditions of the lemma, assume '1/J3(A) 

is measurable, bounded and 'ifJ3(A) = 0 for all A < a, for some a E JR. Let 

'if;3(A) = 'ifJ3(A)AM. Then .(i;3(A) = 0(1), as A--+ oo. It is also bounded. 

One has 

(5.24) 

It suffices to show that the first integral on the RHS above is O(tM-I). 
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Assume t E [0, 1]. By a change of variable one has 

where C is some constant. 

Substituting (5.25) into (5.24) gives 

for some constants {bj}· 

Now (5.20), (5.23) and (5.26) establish that the Laplace transforms of 

(5.14), (5.15) and (5.16), respectively, give the correct contribution to (5.4). 

This completes the proof of Lemma 5.2. 

0 

6 Proof of Lemma 4.1 

We shall require the following: 

Lemma 6.1. Let V E C8"(1R). Then the following expansion holds true 

uniformly in any bounded interval f! c IR: 

where the heat invariants ai[V(x)] are polynomials in V(x) and its deriva

tives. 
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Proof The asymptotic expansion (6.1) needs to be proved to hold uni

formly in any interval. For simplicity of notation, we will prove this for 

(-1, 1). Let q(x) E C0 (1R) be a scalar potential with the following proper

ties: 

q(x) = x2 for lxl::; 2 and q(x) = 0 for lxl ~ 3. (6.2) 

Let ii = -£, + q +V be the corresponding operator. All the coefficieints 

of the operator ii are in C0, and so the exisiting proofs (see Appendix D) 

of the heat kernel expansion are valid. One has 

- 1 00 . 

e-tH(x, x) ~ , 2:)'ai[x2 + V(x)J, 
( 411't) 2 j=O 

t--> +0, (6.3) 

uniformly in x E ( -1, 1). Thus, it suffices to prove the estimate 

sup le-t.if(x,x)- e-tH(x,x)l = O(t00
), t--> +0. (6.4) 

lxl<l 

Using a standard representation for operators of this type, one has 

e-tH- e-t.if = 1t e-<t-s)H (q(x)- x2)e-•Hds. 

From this, one obtains 

le-t.if(x,x)- e-tH(x,x)l 

- ll ds 1: dy e-(t-s)H(x,y)(q(y) -y2)e-•H(y,x)l 

- I t ds r dy e-(t-s)H(x,y)(q(y)- y2)e-•H(y,x)l (6.5) 
Jo }IYI>2 

From here using the diamagnetic inequality, see [26]: 

le-tH(x,y)l:s;(411't)-1 exp(- (x~ty)
2 

-tm), t>O, x,yEIR, (6.6) 

where m= infJR(V(x) + x2), one obtains 

sup le-t.if(x,x)- e-tH(x,x)l < 
lxl<l 

sup~ t ds r dy(y2 + 1)e-<.<~x~~ _(·~%)
2 

lxi<I t j o }IYI>2 
- O(t00

), t--> +0. 0 · 
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Proof of Lemma 4.1 For simplicity of notation, let us assume that the 

support of V belongs to the interval ( -1, 1). For any r > 0, denote by Xr 

the characteristic function of the interval ( -r, r) and let Xr = 1 - Xr· By 

Lemma 6.1, it suffices to prove that 

We have that 

Therefore, 

Tr(x2(e-tH- e-tHo))l 

:::; llx2(e-tH- e-tHo)x2lls, 

< fot dsllx2e-<t-s)Hx1Vx1e-•Hx2lls, 

(6.7) 

:::; l dsllx2e-(t-s)H xNIIs,llxle-sH X2lls., (6.8) 

where I Tr(AB)I :::; IIABIIs, :::; IIAIIs,IIBIIs, has been used, with sl, s2 the 

Trace and Hilbert-Schmidt classes respectively, see Appendix A. 

Using the diagmagnetic inequality (6.6) we can make the following calcu

lation 

A similar calculation shows that llx1e-tHx2lls, = OW"), as t-+ +0. 

Using the above two estimates in (6.8) we obtain the required result. D 
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7 Proof of trace formulas 

This follows the arguments of [7]. First let us assume An =I 0 for all n. Fix 

kEN and consider formula (4.9) reproduced below: 

00 2k+2 2k+2 

Z(s) = L {>.~·- L di(s)(>.~)-•-(i/2)} + L dj(s)Zo(s + (j/2)), (7.1) 
n=O j=O j=O 

where Res > 1. The second term in the r.h.s. is meromorphic in C with 

possible poles at s = 1-~, j = 0, 1, 2, ... , 2k+2. The first term in the r.h.s. of 

(7.1) admits analytic continuation into the half-plane Res> -k-~. Ask can 

be taken arbitrary large, it follows that Z admits a meromorphic continuation 

into the whole complex plane, all poles of Z are simple and located at the 

points s = 1- ~' j = 0, 1, 2, .... The function Z0(s) is meromorphic and its 

only pole is at s = 1. 

For c > 1, one has the following integral representation (see 13.2.9 of [1]), 

oo 1 1c+ioo 
L(e-t>..- e-t>.~)=-. t-•r(z)(Z(z)- Z0 (z))dz. 
n=l 27ft c-ioo 

(7.2) 

By the meromorphic continuation of Z(s) the contour of integration can 

be shifted to the left of zero, see Appendix B for an explanation of why this 

is possible. 

One has 

00 

L(e-t>.n _et>.~) 
n=l 

2N+2 
- L Res [r(s)(Z(s)- Zo(s))t'] 

j=O s=l-~ 

+~ rN-e+ioo r(s)(Z(s)- Zo(s))C'ds, (7.3) 
27ft J -N-e-ioo 

where the last integral is of the order O(tN+•), see Appendix B. 

It is known that r(s) has a pole of order 1 with residue (-1)kjk! at 

s = -k, k = 0, 1, 2, 3, .... By (7.1) it is also possible for Z(s) to have a pole 

of order 1 at s = -k, k = 1,2,3, .... Let kEN, if Z(s) has a pole at s = -k -
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then r(s)Z(s) has a pole of order 2. Thus 

r(s)Z(s)c• 

_ ( a2 + a1 + f(s)) (e-<•+k)lnttk) 
(s+k)2 (s+k) 

- ((s:
2
k)2 + (s:k) +f(s))(tk(l+(s+k)lnt+O((s+k)2)), 

where a2, a1 are constants and f(s) is regular in a neighbourhood of s = -k. 

This implies that Ress=-k(r(s)Z(s)C') = a2tklnt + tka1. By comparison 

with (4.1) , where there are no terms involving lnt, one can draw the con

clusion that Z(s) is regular for s = -k, k E N. Now, for k E N, one has 

that 

(-l)k 
,I,!;:_~(r(s)(Z(s)- Z0(s))c') = ~(Z(-k)- Z0(-k))tk. 

Again by comparison with (4.1), one can draw the conclusion that Z(-k)

Zo( -k) = 0, for all kEN. 

To consider the case where one of the eigenvalues of H vanishes: Am = 0, 

repeat the arguments of the proof for the sequence {.Xn}, nE N \{m}. For 

example (7.1) becomes 

00 2k+2 2k+2 
Z(s) = L {.>.;;-•- L di(s)(.X~)-•-(i/2)}+ L d;(s)Zo(s+(j/2)). (7.4) 

nEN\{m} j=O j=O 

Then one simply uses that e-t>.m = 1 in (7.2). One obtains the same set 

of results, apart from the formula Z(O) = 0; this should be replaced by 

Z(O) = -1. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. 0 

8 Proof of Theorem 4.2 (i) 

Let us define two solutions 1/J~ = '1/J~(x, .>.) of the equation -1/J" + x2'1j! = .X'Ij! 

by 
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where U is the parabolic cylinder function (see [1, §19]). For any x E JR, the 

solutions ?jl~(x, >.) are entire functions of>.. For any >. E IC, the solutions 

?jl~(x, >.) have the asymptotics 

?jl~(x, >.) = ?jl~( -x, >.) = {xv2){>.-!Jf2e-z'l2 (1 + o{1)), x--> +oo, 

and the Wronskian w0 (>.) = W(?jl~, ?jl~) = (?jl~)~?jl~ -?jl~(?jl~)~ is given by 

( ') - 2,fif - 2 (ill) (";.) 
Wo A -re/) - y:;rr 2 cosT . {8.1) 

At the eigenvalues >.~ = 2n -1, the Wronskian w0(>.) vanishes and we have 

where Hn is the n'th Hermite polynomial. 

Next, let ?jl± = ?jl±(x, >.) be the solutions of the equation -?jl" + (x2 + 

V(x))?jl = >.?jl, normalised by 

?jl+(x, >.) = ?jl~(x, >.), x > sup supp V, 

?jl_(x,>.) = ?jl~(x,>.), x < infsuppV. 

The eigenvalues An coincide with the zeros of the Wronskian w(>.) = W(?jl_, ?jl+)· 

Theorem 4.2 {i) will follow from the three lemmas below. 

Let f! be the half-strip 

n = {>. E IC I Re>.;::: 0, IIm>.l:::; 1}, 

for >. E f! Jet us denote by v'). a branch of the square root, so that Re y'). ;::: 0. 

Lemma 8.1. The Wronskian w(>.) is analytic in >. E f!. The following 

asymptotic expansion holds true: 

w(>.) ~ -r(ill) cos(";.) L - 1- +sin{";.) L - 1
-

2 ( 
00 

Q· 00 p. ) 
.,fii 2 2 j=O ( y').)i 2 j=O ( y').)i ' 

{8.3) 

·as I .XI --> oo, >. E n. Here Qi, Pi E IC are some coefficients, Q0 = 1, Po = 0. 
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Lemma 8.2. Let w be a function analytic in the half-strip !1 and having the 

asymptotic expansion (8.3} with Qo = 1, P0 == 0. Let {.\n}::"=I be the zeros 

of w in !1, enumerated such that Re .\1 ::; Re .\2 ::; • • • • Then for some k E Z 

one has the asymptotic expansion 

(8.4) 

with some coefficients.{ c;} E tC. 

Note that the coefficients { c;} above will actually be real because the 

zeros of w are the eigenvalues of H. 

It is necessary to show that if Lemma 8.2 is applied to the Wronskian 

w(.\) = W('l/!-,1/!+), then one has k = 0 in (8.4). This will follow from 

Lemma 8.3. For the eigenvalues .\1 < .\2 < · · · of H, we have An = ,\~ + 
o(l ), n -+ oo. 

8.1 Proof of Lemma 8.1 

Let x > sup supp V; then 

w(.\) = (1/!-(x, .\))~1/!~(x, .\) -'1/J_(x, .\)(1/!~(x, .\))~. (8.5) 

We will use this formula and construct 1/J- in a standard way as a solution 

to the integral equation 

'1/J_(x, .\) = 1/!?_(x, .\) + 1: G>,(x, y)V(y)'I/J-(y, .\)dy, (8.6) 

where the integral kernel G>.(x, y) is given by 

G>.(x, y) =- wo~.\) (1/!~(x, .\)1/!?_(y, .\) -1/!?_(x,.\)'1/J~(y, .\)). (8.7) 

The kernel G>.(x, y) is an entire function of ,\. One can see this from 

examining seperately the component functions of G>.(x, y). 

The function 

'1/J~(x, .\)1/!?_(y, .\) -1/!?_(x, .\)'1/J~(y, .\) (8.8) 
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is an entire function of.>. because the functions 7/J~(x, .>.) are entire. 

By (8.1), the function wo~>.) is analytic everywhere except at the points 

.>.~ where it has simple poles. However, at these points the function (8.8) 

vanishes due to the relation (8.2). Therefore, G>.(X, y) is indeed analytic. 

Let R > 0 be sufficiently large so that supp V C ( -R, R). Denote ~ = 

[-2R, 2R]; let L>. : C(~) -> C(~) be the Volterra type integral operator 

from (8.6), 

L>.: f(x) >-> 1" G>.(x, y)V(y)f(y)dy. 
-2R 

(8.9) 

Then the solution of the integral equation (8.6) can be written as 

00 

7/J- = L L~'l/J~. 
n=O 

where the convergence of the series shall be justified later, and so for the 

Wronskian (8.5) we have the series representation 

00 

w(.X) = L W(L~'Ij!~, 7/J~)(x), x E (R, 2R). 
n=O 

Lemma 8.4. For anyn EN and any x E (R,2R), the Wronskian W(L~'l/!~, 7/J~)(x) 

is analytic in .>. E n and one has the estimate 

The asymptotic expansion 

I-XI-> oo,.X En. 
(8.10) 

W(Ln· 1•
0 • 1·0 )(x)~r( 1H) cos(""')"-;-+sin(""')"-;-

( 

oo Q(n) oo p(n) ) 

>. 'I'-• 'I'+ 2 2 L...J (.,fi)i 2 ~ ( 'X)i ' 
J=n J=n VA 

(8.11) 

with some coefficients Q]nl, prl holds true as I .XI -> oo, .>. E n. 

Clearly, Lemma 8.1 follows from Lemma 8.4. 
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8.2 Proof of Lemma 8.4: 

1. It is convenient to introduce two linear combinations e+ and e_ of of the 

solutions 'ljl~: 

,fif2(1->.)/4 
e (x .X) = (e-i"(>.+l)/4.,,o (x .X) + ei"(>.+l)/4.,,o (x .X)) {8.12) 
+ ' cos("2>.)ret>.) 'I'+ ' 'I'- ' ' 

e_(x, .X) = e+( -x, .X). The solutions e±(x, .X) are analytic in .X E n (with 

removeable singularities at .A~ - see {8.2) ). These solutions are chosen so 

that they have convenient asymptotic expansions as .X --+ oo, A E JR. Let 

{8.13) 

here u., u; are the functions v., v;, given in 19.9.5 of [1), with x-12 and j"f 
substituted in for x and p. 

Let b. = { -2R, 2R). One has the following asymptotic expansions: 

Ur(X, A) 

u;(x, .X) ·~ 

as A --+ oo, A E !1 for x E b.. 

For our purposes it suffices to rewrite {8.13) as 

( .A) ±iv'Xx (1 """ RSi.x)) e± x, ~ e + L...j=l ( >.)i , A --+ oo, .x en, {8.14) 

for some RJ, which are polynomials in x. 

The functions e± have oscillatory terms of the type e±iv'Xx present in 

their asymptotic expansions. These terms do not make a contribution to the 

resulting expansion of An. However, oscillatory terms of the type ei">. appear 

in the asymptotic expansion for w(.X) and these do give a contribution to the 

asymptotic expansion of An· 

From the recursion formula (see {19.6.2) of [1)), one has that 
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Using (8.12), this allows one to compute 

' .r(¥) 
(e±(x, .X))x = xe±(x, .X)± 2~r(l·'P) e±(x, .X+ 2). (8.15) 

Using Stirling's formula, which is given by 6.1.37 of [1] as 

r(.x)~e-•z•-!(211")![1+-1-+-1 -- 139 
+···] (8.16) 

12z 288z2 51840z3 ' 
z--> oo, I arg zl < 1r, 

one has that 

re+.>.) ..;>. 00 1" 
r(!¥) ~ 2(1 +~.X~), i>-1--> oo, .X E fl, (8.17) 

for some constants 'Yi. 

By (8.15) with (8.17) and (8.14), one has that 

( ( ))' ±iv'Xx · 1\ """ R. (x) ,.., ( ) 
( 

-± ) 
e± x, .X x ~ e ±~v .X+ L..j=O (~); , .X--> oo, .X E "• 8.18 

where R]' are polynomials in x. 

2. Let us first prove the bound (8.10). We have 

W(LA'l/1~, 'if;~)(x) = (LA'l/J~(x, .X))~'l/J~(x, .X)- LA'l/J~(x, .X)('l/J~(x, .X))~; (8.19) 

let us obtain appropriate bounds for each term in the r.h.s. of (8.19). Ex

pressing 'if;~ in terms of e±, 

'if;~(x, .X)= 2~i2(.>.-I)/4ret") (ei"(.>.+I)/4e"'(x, .X)- e_;,(.>.+I)/4e±(x,.X))' 

(8.20) 

and using (8.14), (8.18), we obtain 

ll'l/1~(·, .X)IIc(a) = 0(1~14r(l:f' )I), I .XI-> oo, .X E !1, (8.21) 

11 ('if;~(·, .X))~ lie( a) = O(l>-'122.>./4r('!.>.) 1), I .XI --> oo, .X E !1. (8.22) 

Note the factors present in the above formulas. The following estimate, 

from Stirling's formula (8.16), explains the presence of r('t.>.) in (8.10). One 

has 

(r( ill )2~ )2 4 = O(I.XI-!) !.XI --> oo, .X E !1. 
r('t.>.) ' 

(8.23) 
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Next, expressing the kernel G>.(X, y) in terms of e±, 

and using the asymptotics {8.14), we obtain 

sup sup IG>.(x, y)i = O{l..\l-112), l..\1-> oo, >.En. 
JxJ~RJyJ~R 

Using this estimate and the fact that L>. is a Volterra type operator (see 

Appendix E for description of norm estimates for the powers of Volterra 

operaotrs) we obtain 

n C(>.)n I 
IIL>.IIc(Ll)-c(Ll) ::; , , C(>.) = O(!>.i-1 2

), i>-1-> oo, >.En. {8.25) 
n. 

Finally, in order to estimate the term (L~'l/1~)~, let us introduce the operator 

L'>_ : C(D.) -> C(D.) by 

L'>.: f(x) ,_.lx aG~x,y)V(y)f(y)dy. 
-R X 

Then (L~'If!~(x, ..\))~ = L'>,L~-11/!~(x, ..\). Using {8.24) with the asymptotics 

{8.14) and {8.18), one obtains 

IIL'>.IIc(Ll)-c(Ll) = 0{1), !>.!-> oo, >.En. {8.26) 

Combining {8.19), {8.21)-{8.23), {8.24)-{8.26) one obtains {8.10). 

3. Let us prove the asymptotic expansion {8.11). Using {8.20), we obtain 

Denote 
±( >.) = L~e±(x, ..\). 

9n X, { ') , e± X,A 
{8.27) 
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by (8.14), the denominator does not vanish for all sufficiently large >.. Using 

this notation, one obtains 

W(L~'l/J~, 1/J~) 

- 4~2(>.-l)/2r(1!>.)2 (W(g;e+,e+) + W(g;;-e_,e_) 

-e-i"(J+>.)f2W(g;;- e_, e+) - ei .. (J+>.)f2W(g;e+, e_)) 

- 4~ 2(>.-l)/2f(l!>.? ( (g;(x, >.))~e+(x, >.)e+(x, >.) 

+(g;;-(x, >.))~e-(x, >.)e_(x, >.) 

-e-i"(l+>.)/2(g;;- (x, >.))~e-(x, >.)e+(x, >.) 

-e-i"(l+>.)/2g;;- (x, >.) W( e_, e+) 

-ei"(J+>.)f2(g;(x, >.))~e+(x, >.)e_(x, >.) 

-ei"(I+>.)f2g; (x, >.)W(e+, e_)). 

From (8.14) the asymptotics of e±(x, >.) and the estimate (8.23), one has 

W(L~'l/J~. 1/J~) = 4~ 2(>.-lJ/2r(lt )2 ( -e-i .. (I+>-l/29;;-(x, >.)W(e_, e+) 

- ei"(l+>.)/2g;(x, >.)W(e+, e_)) 

+ (g;(x, >.))~O(If( 1¥ )I)+ (g;;- (x, >.))~O(Iret>- )1). (8.28) 

Using (8.12) and (8.1) one can calculate that 

W(e+, e_) = 4iV?rr(lt>-)2'2' (r(lt)t2. 

Substituting this into (8.28), one has 

W(L~'l/J~,'l/J~) = ftr(lt>-)(ei1r(I+>.)/29; _ e-i .. (l+>.)/2g;;-) 

+ (g;(x,>.))~O(If(l¥)1) + (g;;-(x,>.))~O(If(l¥)1). (8.29) 

It suffices to show that if x E (R, 2R), then g"!; have the asymptotic expan-

sions 

±( >.) ~ Sj(x) 1>.1 -+ oo, >. E 0 
9n X, ~ ~ (v'X)i' (8.30) -
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for some coefficients Sf E 0 00 (!R), and that for any x E (R, 2R), 

(g;!'(x, .X))~= O(J.XI-oo), I .XI-+ oo, .X En. (8.31) 

By the definition of g;!', we have 

± ( ) lx G>,(x,y) ±( ) ( ) ) 9n+! x,.X = ( .X)9n y,.X e± y,.X V(y dy. 
-Re± x, 

(8.32) 

The expansion (8.30) shall be proved by induction. We shall only consider 

the case of g;i but the same argument can be applied to g;;. For n = 0, 

one has 9d = 1, which clearly satisfies (8.30). Assume (8.30) holds for some 

fixed n. Now substitute into (8.32) the expression (8.24) for G>.(x, y) and 

the asymptotics (8.14). Using the inductive assumption (8.30), one has an 

expression of the form 

l
x r(.!.¥) (t 1j(y) + e-2iv'Xxe2iv'Xy t Ti(y, x))V(y)dy 

-R re!>.) j=n ( v').')i j=n ( v').')i 

l
x r(ill) 

+ -R r(¥) O(Jy').'J-N-1 )V(y)dy, 

for any integer N > n, where, by the inductive assumption and the asymp

totics (8.14), one has Ti E 0 00(!R) and ij E 0 00 (IR, !R). By repeatedly 

integrating by parts and using x rf. supp V = (-R, R), one can show 

l
x r(.!.¥) e-2iv'Xxe2iv'Xy t 'ij(y, x)V(y)dy = O(i.XJ-oo). (8.33) 

-R re!>.) j=n ( v').')i · · 

This implies that 

= lx r(.!.¥) t Ti(Y) V(y)dy + O(lv'XJ-N-2). (8.34) 
-R re!>.) j=n ( v/X)i 

It follows from this and the asymptotics of the Gamma function that g;i+I 

can be expressed in the form (8.30). This establishes (8.30) for all n. 

The asymptotics (8.31) follows by differentiation of (8.32). Having set 

x rf. supp V= (-R, R), one has 

!g;!'+I(x, .X)= 1: (! (~:(~: ~j) )g;!'(y, .X)e±(Y, .X)V(y)dy. 
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Using {8.24), the expression for G;.(x, y), one has 

d ± ) dx9n+l(x,.A 

= 1 r(l.:f\) lx (=F e~(x,.A)e±(y,.A) ± e'f(x,.A)e±(Y,.A)e'±(x,.A)) 
~r{~) -R ~~~~ 4{~.A) 

xg;(y, .A)e±(Y, .A)V(y)dy. 

Note the above expression only contains the terms e±(Y, .A) and not e'f(y, .A). 

If one substitutes in the asymptotics {8.14) and {8.18), one produces an ex

pression where all the terms are of a similar form to {8.33), that is they con

tain an exponential term of the form ei..fXv, which does not cancel. Therefore, 

because x rf: supp V= ( -R, R) , integrating by parts will give (8.31). 

That Qo = 1 and Po = 0 in (8.11) follows from {8.1). D 

8.3 Proof of Lemma 8.2 

1. Let On= {ziiimzl:::; 1, 2(n-1):::; Rez:::; 2n}. Fixe such that 0 < e < 1 

and let rn,e = {zllz-.A~I = e} with Bn,e denoting the interior ofr n,e- Denote 

- .,fii w(.A) 
w(.A) = 2 ret.),); 

the zeros of w in 0 coincide with the zeros of iii. From the conditions of 

Lemma 8.2, one has 

iii(.A) =COS 7rA +0(~), 
2 v.A 

I.AI __. oo, >. E o. (8.35) 

We can now apply Rouche's Theorem to On and Bn,<> see Appendix F. 

It follows that there exists N E N such that for all n > N, the domain On 

contains exactly one zero of iii and this zero is located in Bn,e· 

2. Let the half strip {ziiimzl:::; 1, Rez < 2(N -1)} contain m zeros of 

iii. Suppose the zeros An of ware enumerated as Re.A1 :::; Re.A2 < · · · then 

it follows that fork= N- m- 1, we have An-k E Bn,e> n <::N. 

3. Fixe > 0. By the previous arguments and Cauchy's theorem, it follows 

that for all sufficiently large n we have 

1 r iii'(.x) . 
An-k = 27ri Jrn,• .A w(.A) d.A. (8.36) 
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4. Let us discuss the asymptotic expansion for ~g~, >. E r n,., as n -+ oo. 

The notation F;(>.), where i E N is an index, shall be used in place of any 

function which has an asymptotic expansion of the following form 

Cu C2i Cai :r:(>.) ~ - +-+- +... >.-> 00 
' >.I >. >.I ' ' 

for some coefficients { c;;} E C. 

Using this notation, one has w(>.) =cos 1r2A +cos ,2),. .ri(>.) +sin 1r2AF2(>.). 

Then (using Appendix C.l) 

From here, one has 

w'(>.) 
w(>.) 

cos.!!f(Ff(>.) + ~.1"2(>.) +tan.!!f(FH>.)- ~- ~.1"1(>.))) 
cos "2),.(1 + F1(>.) +tan "2),. F2(>.)) 

- (.r;(>.) + ~F2(>.) +(tan 7r2>.)(F~(>.)- ~- ~F1(>.))) 
00 >. 

x(l+ I)-l)n(FI(>.) +tan 7r
2 

F2(>.)t), 
n=l 

where >. E r n,< for sufficiently large n. Note tan "2),. is bounded on r n,<· 

For arbitrary N and >. E r n,<> this expansion can be written as 

w'(>.) 1r 1r >. 1 1r >. 
w(>.) = -2 tan 2 +Fa(>.)+ :\.1"4 (>.) tan 2 

N 

+~)tan 7r2A)i(vZ\)-H2.ri+3(>.), 1>-1-+ oo, >.En, (8.38) 
j=2 

5. Now (8.38) can be substituted into (8.36) to give 

1 f ( 1r 1r>. 1 1r>. 
>-n-k = 21ri Jr >. - 2 tan 2 +fa(>.)+:\ !4(>.) tan 2 rn,e 

N ~~ 
· +I:) tan 7rA)i(v0.)-i+2 /;+3(>.) + 0(1>.1-lf))d>.. 

j=2 2 
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where the functions!;(>..) are analytic in>.. En and satisfy IJ{A.)+O(I>..I-Jt) = 

:F;(>..). 
This can be integrated term by term to produce an asymptotic expansion 

for An-k· The remainder term gives, 

1 >..0(1>..1-~)d>.. = O(IA.~I-Jt+l ). 
rn,s 

{8.40) 

For the other terms of {8.39), by Cauchy's theorem only those with tan "2>. in 

the numerator will contribute to the integral. By the calculus of residues, 

-
1-1 -7r >.. tan 7r >.. d>.. = >..0 

27ri r 2 2 n 
n,• 

and for the other terms 

1 1 tani ,.2;.. 
-
2 

. A A m d), -
7r2 rn,l!' 2 

_1_1 tani(~(>.. + >..~)) d>.. 
27ri ro .• (>..+>..~)';' I 

j-1 

{8.41) 

{8.42) 

- (>..~)-y+l 2::: ak(>..~)-k {8.43) 
k=O 

where { ak} E IC, depends on j and m. 

Thus, from {8.39), {8.40), {8.41) and {8.42) one has 

The radius e of Bn,e can be taken arbitrarily small and still An-k will be 

contained within Bn,e for sufficiently large n. This implies eo= 0. D 

8.4 Proof of Lemma 8.3 

1. Consider the family of operators Ha = Ho +a V, a E [0, 1}, on L2 {IR), 

with w(>.., a) the corresponding Wronskian. Let >..1(a) < >..2(a) < ... ,be the 

eigenvalues of Ha and hence the zeros of w(>.., a). Thus, A.n(O) = >..~ = 2n-1 

and A.n{1), is an eigenvalue of H. 

2. Consider the eigenvalues An (a), which as mentioned are the zeros of _ 

the Wronskian w(>.., a). Since all zeros of the Wronskian are simple and the 
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Wronskian is analytic in a and .A, we have ~~(.A, a) f 0. Thus, by the implicit 

function theorem, the functions An= .An( a) are continous in a. 

3. Let 
_(.A ) = .J1f w(.A, a) 
w ,a 2 rer·). 

Then w(.A,a) and w(.A,a) have the same zeros in !1. 

Below we prove that the following asymptotic expansion holds uniformly 

in a, 

w(.A,a) =cos 1r
2
.A +0(~), I .AI -. oo, .A E n. (8.44) 

Let 7/l±(a, x, .A) be the solutions to 

-7/ll(a, x, .A)+ x27/!±(a, x, .A)+ aV(x)7/J±(a, x, .A)= A7/!±(a, x, .A), x E JR, .A E IC, 

normalised by 

7/J+(a, x, .A)= 7/J~(x, .A), x > supsupp V, 

'lj;_(a, x, .A)= 7/!~(x, .A), x < inf supp V. 

Then 7/1±(1, x, .A)= 7/J±(x, .A) and 7/1±(0, x, .A)= 7/J~(x, .A). By substituting a V 
for V in (8.9), the definition of L>., we have that 

00 

7/J_(a,x,.A) = L:>nL~7/J~. (8.45) 
n=O 

By (8.45) and again fixing x E (R, 2R), we have that 

00 

w(.A, a)= w0 (.A) + L anW(L~7/J~, 7/J~)(x). 
n=l 

By (8.1) and Lemma 8.4, one has (8.44). 

4. Let fln and Bn,e be defined as in the proof of Lemma 8.2. Fix c: 

such that 0 < c: < 1. Using (8.44) one can apply Rouche's Theorem, see 

Appendix F. It follows that there exists N E N such that for all n 2:: N and 

all a E [0, 1], the domain nn contains exactly one zero of w(.A, a) and this 

zero is located in En •· 
' 
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5. Let m( a) denote the number of zeros of w( A, a) contained in the half 

strip {zlllmzl ~ 1, Rez ~ 2(N -1)}. For k(a) = N -1- m(a) the zero 

located in Bn,e is An-k(a)(a) for all n ~N. 

It shall be shown below that m( a) is constant for a E [0, 1]. By definition 

m(O) = N -1, as it corresponds to the number of A~< 2(N -1). Therefore, 

k(a) = 0 and .An(a) E Bn,e for all n ~Nand a E [0, 1]. Specifically, An E Bn,e 

for all n ~N. Once this is established, it proves Lemma 8.3. 

That m( a) is constant shall be proven by contradiction. The proof relies 

on two facts. 

i) An(a) E IF!. for n E N, as An(a) is an eigenvalue of the self adjoint 

operator H0 • 

ii) An(a) is continuous in a E [0, 1]. 

By i) and ii) for m(a) to vary, it must be that there exists a 0 E [0, 1] 

and j E N such that A;(ao) E ON but Aj(ao) rf= BN,e· By part 4. this is 

impossible. Therefore, m( a) is constant for a E [0, 1]. 0 
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A The Trace and Hilbert-Schmidt classes 

The Trace and Hilbert-Schmidt classes, S1 and 82 respectively, are defined 

by 
00 

81 - {A E Sool L:::Sn(A) < oo} 
n=l 

00 

S2 = {A E Sool2)sn(A))2 < oo} 
n=l 

where sn(A) is defined to be the square root of the n'th eigenvalue of A* A 
and 800 is the space of compact operators. 

If a(x, y) E L2 (1R x JR) is the integral kernel of A E S2 then one has 

IIAIIs, = (j j ia(x,y)l2dxdy)!. 

B Shifting the Contour of Integration 

In this section we present a more detailed explanation of the shifting of 

contour argument used in section 7, notably to produce the equation (7.3). 

Here we are concerned with the integral 

1 1c+ioo 

21ri c-ioo t-•r(z)(Z(z)- Z0(z))dz. (B.1) 

By the meromorphic continuation of Z(s) the contour of integration can 

be shifted to the left of zero. This uses the fact that r(z) decreases exponen

tially as z --+ ±ioo while Z(z) increases at most as a power of z. 

That r(z) decreases exponentially can be seen from [1], 6.1.45, which 

states 

To show that Z(z) increases at most as a power of z, as z--+ ±ioo, one 

can use the representation (7.1), which states 

00 2k+2 2k+2 

Z(z) = ,L).>.;;-•- L di(z)(.>.~)-z-U/2)} + L dj(z)Zo(z + {j/2)), (B.3) -
n=O j=O j=O 
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where the coefficients { d;(z)} are polynomials in z. If Z0(z) is polynomially 

bounded as z -> ±ioo then all the terms on the right hand side of (B.3) are 

polynomially bounded. 

To prove this properety of Z0 , one can use the following representation, 

given by 23.2.3 of [1], 

Zo(z) = (1- T')((z) = (1- 2-')(-1- +!. + t B2k ( z + 2k- 2) 
Z - 1 2 k=I 2k 2k - 1 

_ '( z + 2n ) 100 

B2n+I(x- [x]) dx) (B.4) 
2n + 1 1 x•+2n+I ' 

where s f 1, n E N, Re s > -2n, B2k are the Bernoulli numbers and 

B2n+1 ( x) are the Bernoulli polynomials. 

The Binomial coefficients in (B.4) can be shown to be polynomially 

bounded, as z-> ±ioo, from their definition in terms of Gamma functions, 

that is 

( 
z ) r(z+ 1) 
w =r(w+1)r(z-w+1)' 

and the formula (B.2). This proves that Z(z) is polynomially bounded as 

z-> ±ioo. 

Returning to (B.1), as the contour is shifted to the left, the poles of the 

integrand have to be taken into account. For the functions Z and Zo, as 

defined in section 7, one has 

2~i E~~oo t-•r(z)(Z(z)- Z0(z))dz 

2N+2 

- 2: Res [f(s)(Z(s)- Z0(s))t'J 
j=O s=I-f 

1 1-N-e+ioo 
+ 21ri -N-e-ioo f(s)(Z(s)- Zo(s))t-•ds, 

where the last integral is of the order O(tN+•). 
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This can be shown by changing the variable, 

[~~::~:oo r(s)(Z(s)- Z0(s))r'ds 

- tN+e L:: r(s- N- c)(Z(s- N- c)- Zo(s- N- c))r"ds 

~ tN+e L:: lr(s- N- c)(Z(s- N- c)- Z0(s- N- c))lds 

- O(tN+<). 

Here the final integral has been estimated from the facts, shown above, 

that r(s) decreases exponentially ass-> ±ioo, while Z(s) and Z0(s) increase 

only polynomially as s -> ±ioo. 

Therefore, one can produce an asymptotic expansion for (B.l). 

C Asymptotic Expansions 

In the following definition of an asymptotic expansion, taken from [8], an 

denotes a constant, 1/Jn ( x) a numerical function of x defined in tC, and 1/Jn 
an element of an asymptotic sequence. An asymptotic sequence is such that 

1/Jn+I = o( 1/Jn) as x -> xo, for each n and some limit point xo E C. 

The formal series l:ani/Jn(x), is said to be an asymptotic expansion toN 

terms of f(x) as x-> Xo if 

N 

f(x) = 2::>ni/Jn(x) + o(ifJN), X-> Xo· 

n=l 

An asymptotic expansion to any number of terms is written as 

00 

J(x) ~ 2:::: ani/Jn(x). 
n=l 

Throughout this work, only the cases of 1/Jn being powers or logarithms are 

dealt with. 
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C.l Analytic Functions in a Strip: Possibility of Dif

ferentiation 

Let us consider a function f(z) which is analytic in the half strip n = {z E 

C!Rez ~ 0, Jimz! < 1 }. Suppose f admits asymptotic expansion of the form 

f(z) ~ g(z) L Piz-ai + O(lzi-M) 
i 

(C.1) 

as izi -> oo, z E !1, where {ai} c IR, M > max{ai}, g(z) is a function 

analytic in n and Pi E C ·are some coefficients and the branch of z-ai is 

fixed by z-ai = JzJ-"ieiaJ argz, arg z E [-~, ~). 

It shall be shown that differentiating the asymptotic expansion of f is 

legitimate. That is, the derivative off admits the asymptotic expansion 

(C.2) 

as izi -> oo, z E !1 and JimzJ < 1. 

It is possible to show (C.2) from Cauchy's integral formula. Consider 

a belonging to the interior of nand define ra = {zi iz- al = c:} to be a 

positively oriented contour, where c: > 0 is chosen such that ra E !1. One 

has 

f(a) 

f'(a) 

- _1 1 f(z) dz 
2Jri r. z- a 

- _1 1 f(z) dz 
2Jri r. (z- a)2 

Substituting (C.1) into (C.3) gives 

f'(a) = 

Now (C.2) follows from Cauchy's integral formula. 

(C.3) 

Thus, we have shown that differentiating the asymptotic expansion of f _ 
gives the asymptotic expansion for its derivative. 
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D Heat Invariants 

Define the Schrodinger operator h = -£,. +q(x) in L2(JR), where q E C00 (1R) 

and its derivatives are uniformly bounded. Consider the operator e-th, t ?; 0, 

and denote its integral kernel by e-th(x, y). Then one has 

00 

e-th(x, x) ~ (4nt)-! L tiai(x), 
j=O 

t-> +0, (D.1) 

locally uniformly. As desribed in the introduction, the coefficients { ai ( x)} of 

(D.1) are called the local heat invarinats of the operator h and are polyno

mials in q and its derivatives. 

In this section shall be presented an outline of the proof for the existence 

of the asymptotic expansion (D.1) with some unknown coefficients ai. The 

formula (3.1) for these coefficients was obtained by a difficult combinatorial 

analysis due to Polterovich, see [18]. 

The discussion here of the existence of (D.1), describes the method as 

shown in [12], but different approaches to this can be found, for example see 

[2]. 
This approach uses the iterated resolvent identity which as its name sug

gests is an iteration of the usual resolvent identity 

R(z) = Ro(z)- R(z)VR0(z), 

where Ro(z) = (Ho- z)-\ R(z) = (H- z)-1 and applies to all operators 

Ho= H0, H = Ho+ V and V= V* is bounded. In order to prove (D.1), 

the iterated resolent identity shall be defined for Ho = ho = -£,. and has 

defined above. One needs the operators Xm, m?: 1, defined recursively by 

(D.2) 

on domain nn;o:oDom(h~). These operators are also used in [2] but are defined 

equivalently by multiple commutators which is a more complicated form. One -
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has, 

The iterated resolvent identity is 

M 

R(z) = L XmR0+1(z) + R(z)XM+l~+l(z) (0.3) 
m=O 

and holds true for any M ~ 1. 

This can be proven by induction. The M = 0 case is the usual resolvent 

identity. Assume (0.3) holds for some fixed N. The following computation 

shows it holds for all M~ 1, 

R(z)XN+I~+l(z) 

- R(z)XN+I(ho- z)~+2(z) 

- R(z) [(h- z)XN+I- (h- z)XN+l + XN+l(ho- z)] R~+2(z) 

- R(z)[(h- z)XN+I + XN+lho- hXN+l]R~+2 (z) 

- XN+lR~+2(z) + R(z)XN+2~+2(z). · 

Now to prove (0.1), one can use the itereated resolvent identity in the 

following way. Fix c < 0, c < inf CT(h), and t > 0. Multiply (0.3) by e-tz 

and integrate over z from c - ioo to c + ioo to obtain 

By Lemma 3.2 of (12] one has that 

1 ~c+ioo -. R(z)XM+l~+l(z)e-t'dz = O(tCM+2}/2-I/2). 
211"~ c-ioo 
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Now we can look at the first term on the RHS of (0.4). The operators 

Xm have the form 
m-1 di 

Xm = L bm;(x)(j"j 
j=O X 

(0.5) 

where bm; are polynomials in q and the derivatives of q. The explicit expres-

sion for the integral kernel of e-tho is 

e-tho(x, y) = (4nt)-~e- 1"~f 12 

(0.6) 

Using (0.5) and (0.6) it is easy to compute the m'th term in the sum in 

(0.4). One has 

For j = 1, one has 

d -~ 
b!m(x)dxe <t lx=y 

d ( (x- y)2 1 (x- y)4 ) 
- b!m(x) dx 1- 4t + 2 (4t)2 +... lx=y 
- 0. 

For j = 2, one has 

d2 
( (x-y)2 1(x-y)4 

) 1 
b2m(x) dx2 1- 4t + 2 (4t)2 +... lx=y = b2m(x) 2t 

From this it is clear that only even derivatives will give a non zero contribu

tion. Therefore for the m'th term in (0.4) one has 

m 

tmXme-tho(x,x)=(4nt(~ L tifm;(x), t>O, 
j=[m/2]+1 

where fm; are some polynomials in q and the derivatives of q. Converting 

(0.4), with the understanding that for large enough N the second term on 

the RHS becomes the remainder term, to integral kernels and substituting _ 

in the above one arrives at (0.1). 
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E Estimates for Volterra Type Operators 

In this section we describe some basic properties of Volterra operators (see 

[20], for example). Volterra operators are integral operators of the form 

(K</>)(x) = J: k(x, t)</>(t)dt, where k : [a, b] x [a, b] --+ IC is a measurable 

function and x E (a, b). 
We are going to consider the case where k is continuous and bounded 

on [a, b] x [a, b] and K maps C(a, b) to itself. We are interested in finding 

solutions to equations of the form 

<f>(x)- [ k(x, t)<f>(t)dt = f(x), a :::; x :::; b. (E.l) 

That is (I - K)</> = f. If I:::O=oiiKnllc(a,b)-c(a,b) converges, then the series 

I:::O=o Kn converges in B(C(a, b)), the space of bounded linear maps from 

C(a, b) to itself, and (I- K)-1 = I:::O=o Kn. Therefore, the equation (E.l) 

has the unique solution </> = I:::O=o Kn f. 

To ascertain the conditions for the series I:::O=oiiKnllc<a,b)-c(a,b) to con

verge, we shall produce an estimate for IIKnllc(a,b)-c(a,b)· Firstly, for K 2 one 

has 

(K2<f>)(x) = K(K<!>)(x) - [ k(x,s)(K<P)(s)ds 

- [ [ k(x,s)k(s,t)</>(t)dtds 

- 1"' [ k(x, s)k(s, t)</>(t)dsdt 

- [ k2(x, t)<f>(t)dt (E.2) 

where k2(x, t) = ft"' k(x, s)k(s, t)ds is the kernel of K 2. Denote M := 

sup{jk(x, t)l : -a:::; t:::; x:::; b}. From (E.2) we have that 

lk2(x, t)l :::; [ M 2 = M2(x- t). 

For all nE N, denote the kernel of Kn by kn(x, t) then 

kn+I(x,t) = 1"' k,(x,s)k(s,t)ds, a:::; t:::; x:::; b 
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We shall show for any n E N, that one has 

Mn(x -t)n-1 
lkn(x, t)l:::; (n _ 

1
)! , a:::; t:::; x:::; b. (E.3) 

Proceed by induction in n. For n = 1, (E.3) holds. Assume that (E.3) holds 

for some fixed n. Then 

lkn+l(x, t)l - I [ kn(x, s)k(s, t)dtl 

["' Mn(x- t)n-1 
< I lt (n _ 1)! .M dtl 

MnH(x-t)n 
- n! 

This proves (E.3) for all n E N. 

Using (E.3) one has 

IIKnllc(a,b)-C(a,b) :::; .~~~b[ lkn(x, t)ldt 

1
x Mn(x _ t)n-1 

:::; sup dt 
a~x9 a (n- 1)! 
Mn(b- a)n 

- n! 

This implies that 2::;'=0 Kn converges for any value of M. Thus, the equation 

(E.1) has a unique solution for all Volterra operators of the type K. 

F Rouche's Theorem 

1. Fix c such that 0 < c < 2 and let rn,e ={>.I I.\- (2n -1)1 = c}. Consider 

the analytic function 

1r.\ 1 
w(.\) =cosT+ 0{ V).)' l.\1--+ oo. (F.1) 

It shall be shown that there exists NE N such that if n > N then w(.\) has 

the same number of zeros as cos "2>. within r n,e· 

This is essential done by an application of Rouche's theorem, a simplified _ 

version of which appears below. 
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Theorem F.l (Rouche). Let r be a circle in a region !1. Suppose w and w0 

are two holomorphic functions on !1. If lwo(z) -w(z)l < lwo(z)l V z Er then 

w and wo have an identical number of zero's within r, counted according to 

their multiplicities. 

For the full theorem and proof see 10.43 of [24]. 

If I cos ';>.I is bounded from below on r n,e independently of n, then one 

can apply Rouche's theorem to w(.X) and cos "2>.. This will give the desired 

result. 

2. Let us show I cos 7r2AI is bounded from below on r n,e· Let a + ib = 7r2A 

where a, bE R Then I cos "2>.1 ;:::: leb- e-bl· This implies that away from the 

real line I cos "2>.1 is bounded from below. At the points of r n,e on the real line 

I cos "2>.1 = I cos';' I > 0. Therefore, by continuity I cos "2>.1 is bounded from 

below on r n,e· 
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